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Part Number: 8886E2M

Rack/7U, high-availability midplane

Six 1 or 2 Intel® Xeon® Processor blade bays

One disk storage module that can incorporate six 3.5"

SAS or SATA disks

3 switch module bays, 1 SAS connectivity module standard

4 hot-swap, auto-sensing and redundant 950W/1450W 

with load-balancing and failover capabilities 

4 hot-swap and redundant blowers standard 

1 management module standard

3-year customer replaceable unit and onsite limited warranty^

DATA CENTRE CAPABILITY
WITHOUT DATA CENTRE
INVESTMENT.

Part Number: 802823M

Featuring Intel® Xeon® Processor E6405 (2.13 GHz)

2 GB FBD memory

2 x hot-swap SAS disk bays 

Open bay

Integrated Dual Gigabit Ethernet

3-year onsite limited warranty^

Part Numbers: 172631X and 39Y6146

The DS3300 iSCSI storage controllers can help enable users to 

utilise their existing IP infrastructure to deploy networked storage

12 x drive bays to accommodate your choice of 10k or 15k rpm

hot swappable drives

Select up to 12 drives, either SAS or SATA, in a variety of capacities

and speeds.  Drives at additional cost2

Expandable by attaching up to three EXP3000s or a total of 48

hard disk drives2

IBM BLADECENTER HS12 EXPRESS

$1,829* incl. GST

IBM SYSTEM STORAGE™ DS® 3300

$5,312* incl. GST

New IBM® BladeCenter® S Express supports RAID 5,

and integrates SAN storage. It also supports VMware®

and VMotion® and, when combined with Intel® Xeon®

Processor-based blade servers, helps a growing

business to establish a reliable data centre within an

IBM BladeCenter S – at minimal cost.

From the people and Business Partners† of IBM. 

It’s innovation made easy.

$ 0,000
$ 0,000
FROMIBM System x3400 ExpressIBM® BladeCenter® S Express

$6,669* incl. GST

FLEXIBLE, LOW COST OPTIONS

FOR MID-SIZED BUSINESSES.

SPECIAL OFFERS AVAILABLE TILL 31 MARCH 2009.

RING 1800 ASK IBM AND QUOTE 2C8CJ27W To order or learn more, speak with your IBM Reseller, call

1800 ASK IBM or visit ibm.com/systems/au/express/offers

Henry backs easier reporting
Julian Bajkowski

Treasury secretary Ken Henry will
personally spearhead a charm
offensive aimed at enticing
companies to take part in the
government’s ambitious
$200 million Standard Business
Reporting (SBR) project.

The project is aimed at slashing
red tape by automating how
companies file financial paperwork.

The federal government said this
week it would stick to a mid-2010
target for the project, which will
consolidate multiple financial
reporting requirements to regulators

across state and federal boundaries.
While industry participation is

voluntary so far, the government is
counting on its success as a way to
cut compliance costs for companies.

Project head Paul Madden said:
‘‘Ken Henry sees this program
as very strategic for business
and through that very strategic
for the economy.

‘‘We can take out some of the
costs and complexity of the
reporting we have.’’

Mr Madden said one example of
progress was the consolidation of
bits of information that companies
must put either on paper or

electronic forms, which have
proliferated over recent years.

‘‘If you add up all the little boxes
on there, there’s just over 6000
different data fields,’’ he said. ‘‘By
the time we weed out the duplicates
or the [same] things with different
names, we get down to just under
2000 . . . it’s a 62 per cent reduction
in reporting definitions.’’

Part of Treasury’s big sell of SBR to
business will be warts-and-all
presentations from US corporations
that have already deployed similar
technologies.

These would help businesses to
communicate their requirements to

financial software developers, many
of whom are now in the process of
adding new web-based tools to their
applications in preparation for the
launch of SBR.

Software companies now
embedding SBR capabilities include
Reckon, MYOB, SAP and Oracle.

One example of how reporting will
change is the requirement for
employers to lodge tax file number
declarations. While most Australian
payrolls require separate transactions
for the creation of a new payroll
record and lodgement of a tax file
number, the introduction of SBR will
automate the process.

PCs protected
by the Freeze
Hands on
Peter Moon

We tested it by
deleting as
many Windows
system files
as an XP PC
would allow.

A decade ago, we depended on a brilliant
utility called Trial Blazer to guard our PC
against harmful changes. Regrettably it died

along with Windows 98 because its Adelaide
developer couldn’t sell enough units to afford the
software development kit needed for Windows
2000. What were the world’s PC users thinking?

The mantle of world’s best PC protector has
passed to Deep Freeze from www.faronics.com.
Like Trial Blazer, it’s not sold as an antivirus tool
but it staunchly defends against them. It’s not an
uninstaller but it handles that role, too. How it
works is a closely guarded secret but the bottom
line is that a reboot returns a PC to a pristine state.

It’s remarkably robust. We stress tested it by
deleting as many Windows system files as an XP
PC would allow. By rights, the beast should have
been nearly dead but sure enough, a reboot
restored it to perfect health. The effects of viruses,
installed software and system changes all vanish
after a restart.

Faronics call a protected drive frozen and of
course it can be thawed so that intended changes
such as software installation and Windows updates
can be applied. Trial Blazer was smarter in one
respect. It allowed changes to a protected drive to
be accepted and made permanent.

We could trial a new
program and keep it if
all went well. With
Deep Freeze, you can
test in protected mode
but you’ll need to thaw
and install the
program again if you
want to keep it.

In any setting where
you don’t want your

working PC to be fouled up, Deep Freeze is gold.
Public computers, training machines, shared
notebooks and any device within striking distance
of a teenager are all candidates for the Deep
Freeze treatment. But so are corporate networks
that want to ensure a stable, predictable
environment without aggressively locking down
every desktop.

There’s a simple single-user version that offers
few options beyond choosing which local drives
are to be frozen and which can be permanently
written to. The Enterprise version can manage an
army of PCs, forcing them in and out of frozen
states, rebooting them automatically to reset the
system and scheduling thawed Windows for
regular operating system and software updates. It
also lets the administrator create a thawed partition
on the fly, giving users a space to save work that
won’t be lost on reboot.

Internet news groups abound with tales of
attempts to bypass Deep Freeze. The only feasible
way seems to be booting from an external disk or
drive. We recently wrote how DeviceLock from
www.devicelock.com can close off this loophole.

We call Deep Freeze a PC tool but folks on
planet Mac and even Linux land can snap freeze
their systems as well. Single-user versions on all
three platforms are $53 and a trial version is
available from www.faronics.com.

peter.moon@privacy.com.au

■ Peter Moon is a partner in Logie-Smith Lanyon
Lawyers.
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‘‘Anything can be compromised,’’
says Robin Bienfait, CIO of
BlackBerry maker Research in
Motion. In a video interview with
MISaustralia.com, Bienfait
discusses BlackBerry security and
where the real productivity gains
are in enterprise mobility.
To watch the video, go to
www.misaustralia.com/multimedia


